The address of FTMC is:

**Center for Physical Sciences and Technology (FTMC)**

**Saulėtekio alėja 3, 10257 Vilnius**

**HOW TO GET TO FTMC**

- By public transport:

  The closest bus stop to FTMC is called “Sauletekis”.

  The buses that stop here are: 4G, 5G, 18, 38
  Trolleybuses: 2, 10, 14, 19, 21

  Bus 4G is usually the fastest options.

  Price for ride is 1€ (Buy ticket from the driver)
If you are coming from the airport, the fastest way to reach FTMC is taking bus 3G (leaving just in front of the airport) and change to one of the buses/trolleybuses indicated above somewhere in the city center.

A good website to check the fastest route from your location is www.trafi.com (app also available)

- By taxi:

There are several taxi companies in the city; you can also use the apps Uber and Bolt.
Price is around 10€ (depending on traffic)

- By rented car:

There are also several short-term rental options, which you can use through a mobile app.
Citybee (https://www.citybee.lt/en/)
Spark (https://www.espark.lt/en/)

Indications to reach FTMC are not marked through the city, so it is highly recommended to use GPS
HOTELS IN VILNIUS

There are no close hotels to FTMC, so it is recommended to find some close to the city center or close fast bus lines. Some recommended hotels are:

4 Stars Hotels:

- Artis Centrum Hotels (From 60€/night)
  Totorių g. 23, Senamiestis, LT-01120 Vilnius
  +370 5 2660366 / artis@centrumhotels.com

- Radisson Blu Hotel Lietuva (From 86€/night)
  Konstitucijos Av. 20, Vilnius, LT-09308
  + 370 5272 6272 / info.lietuva.vilnius@radissonblu.com

- Amberton Cathedral Square Vilnius (From 70€/night)
  L. Stuokos-Gucevičiaus 1, LT-01122 Vilnius
  +370 521 07461 / vilnius@amberton.lt

3 Stars Hotels:

- Vilnius city hotel (From 30€/night)
  Svitrigailos 11D, 03228 Vilnius
  [https://www.vilnius-hotel.lt/](https://www.vilnius-hotel.lt/)
  +37068987777 / hotel@vilniuscityhotel.com

- Ibis Vilnius Center (From 50€/night)
  Rinktines g. 18, Šnipiškės, LT-9322 Vilnius